Shopper Insights Scorecard

Business Success
Scorecard

Are your shopper research insights getting out of the boardroom and in
to store? Are you using and applying the results for commercial
success? Use our handy ShopAbility scorecard to measure past projects
and as a checklist for future use. Flip the page to learn more.
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future use. Flip the page to learn more.
KNOWLEDGE
What you already know

AREA

METRIC

What do you already know about the category and its shoppers (not just your brand and
consumers)? Do you have the shopper behaviour fundamentals? (Who, what, when, where, why,
EXPLANATION
how, how much, how many, how often, how long)? Do you understand usage occasions vs
shopper missions? Do you have the shopper purchase decision hierarchy for the category?

Using what you know

STRATEGY & STRUCTURE
Overall Performance

To what extent have you mined what's already available to you in data - scandata, homescan, and
basket view? Have you mined your current and previous insights projects and data for key
shopper metrics and commercial applications? How long ago were your last shopper research
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KNOWLEDGE TOTAL

Total your scores for the first three questions:

Business Model is optimal for the business you are in NOW and for the future (not the past). Innovation
Optimal Business ModelSCORE
RESEARCH pipeline,
BRIEF focus on thinking and growth (not just firefighting), productivity and morale is high, growth is
Business Objective Clear

Do your shopper research projects have crystal clear business objectives? What is the commercial
Good examples: 'we want to demonstrate category
leadership with customers', 'we want to minimise the risk of a pack change', 'we want to
and
structures
match
business
model,
fit for the future, minimize wastage and
understand why we are losing share in this category'.

faster than costs
are rising
problem
you are trying to solve?

Structures & Processes

Research Designed with the

How clear are your briefs on exactly how the research will be used and applied? E.g. new shelf

Research Type and

Are you clear on whether your research is generic or specific? Do you want to understand
or do you want
to deep dive with a narrow focus such as price optimisation and sensitivity, optimum pack mix per
channel, shopper movement tracking for a particular trial display etc (specific). Do you understand
which research methodologies will give you what types of answers?
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Immediate Focus

RETAILER results?
ENGAGEMENT
Understanding of how the financials read: does your immediate focus need to be cost control or
growth?
Retailer view of your
How do retailers view your knowledge of the category and shopper behaviour within it? Are you
category knowledge

considered a category thought leader or laggard? Do you add tactical value but not strategic value
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shoppers? Do you know what their hypotheses, myths and assumptions about the category are?
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Do you know what they'd like to trial or test?

Retailer insights project
engagement

Are your retail partners involved from the get-go? Are their objectives included in your brief and
research design? Are they continually engaged at every step of the research project by you and
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so that the
is deepend
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Growth

BUSINESS
SHOPPER TOTAL SCORE
Total your scores for the last three questions:
APPLICATION

CULTURE &
COMMUNICATION
Positive Culture

Clear Commercial
Implications

Do the results of your previous data and research show clear commercial implications?

Applications and Actions
Have you married each research implication to a commercial application and action arising? Have
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Ongoing internal communications plans, strategies and initiatives that allow for feedback and input and
Total your scores for the last three questions:
build a level of comfort with change.

Total your scores for the last three questions:
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You have a clear process to grow your business.

RETAILER TOTAL
Total your scores for the last three questions:
You are crystal clear on where and who your target market is.
Market Understanding SCORE
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Sound cash position

Bottom Line

Future Focus
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Give us a call to arrange your FREE initial needs assessment meeting.

